
Part 1: Background Information and Context 
Activity 

Make A Motor  
This activity will demonstrate the basic assembly of a direct current, electric motor using a battery, a magnet and copper wire. Direct current or DC motors can be 
found in appliances all around the house such as blenders, mixers, and vacuums. 

 
Suggested NGSS Dimensions to Address (click on the titles to learn more from the K-12 Framework) 

Science and Engineering Practices  Disciplinary Core Ideas  Crosscutting Concepts 
● Asking Questions/Defining Problems 

○ Students can observe a simple motor 
in action, make observations, and ask 
questions about the variables that may 
affect its function. 

● Planning and Carrying Out Investigations 
○ Students could then develop an 

experiment to test their ideas or the 
teacher could develop the experiment, 
and students could conduct it. 

● Modeling 
○ Students could draw an initial model 

of how the motor functions and 
transfers or changes energy.  

● Constructing Explanations/Designing 
Solutions 
○ After students explore the different 

variables that affect their motor, the 
teacher could propose a challenge for 
students to build their own motor 
from specific materials. 

 ● PS2.B Types of interactions 
○ 3-5: Electric, and magnetic forces 

between a pair of objects do not require 
that the objects be in contact. The sizes 
of the forces in each situation depend on 
the properties of the objects and their 
distances apart and, for forces between 
two magnets, on their orientation 
relative to each other. (3-PS2- 
3),(3-PS2-4)  

○ 6-8: Electric and magnetic 
(electromagnetic) forces can be 
attractive or repulsive, and their sizes 
depend on the magnitudes of the 
charges, currents, or magnetic strengths 
involved and on the distances between 
the interacting objects. (MS-PS2-3) 

● PS3.B Conservation of energy and energy 
transfer 
○ 3-5: Energy can be moved from place to 

place by moving objects, or through 
sound, light, or electrical currents. 
Energy can be converted from one form 
to another form. (4-PS3-2, 4-PS3-4) 

 
 

 

 Cause and Effect 
● Events have causes, sometimes simple, 

sometimes multifaceted. A major activity of 
science is investigating and explaining causal 
relationships and the mechanisms by which they 
are mediated. Such mechanisms can then be 
tested across given contexts and used to predict 
and explain events in new contexts. 

Energy and Matter 
● Tracking fluxes of energy and matter into, out of, 

and within systems helps one understand the 
systems’ possibilities and limitations. 

 
 
 

 

Part 2: Lesson Facilitation for Phenomenon 
Teacher Background 

https://www.nap.edu/read/13165/chapter/7#54
https://www.nap.edu/read/13165/chapter/7#59
https://www.nap.edu/read/13165/chapter/7#56
https://www.nap.edu/read/13165/chapter/7#67
https://www.nap.edu/read/13165/chapter/7#67
https://www.nap.edu/read/13165/chapter/9?term=Ps3.b#116
https://www.nap.edu/read/13165/chapter/9?term=Ps3.b#124
https://www.nap.edu/read/13165/chapter/9?term=Ps3.b#124
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=13165&page=87
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=13165&page=87
https://www.nap.edu/read/13165/chapter/8#94
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=13165&page=87


A DC motor is composed of a magnet called the stator, a rotor called the armature, and a power source. Magnets have two poles, north 
and south. These poles are attracted to each other, north to south. Two of the same pole, however, will repel one another. The power 
source provides a current to the armature, which is coiled in a loop at a right angle above the magnet. An electric current in a magnetic 
field will experience a force. The two sides of the looped armature experience forces in opposite directions. The two forces create a 
turning influence, called torque, to rotate the armature. The motor’s speed depends on the amount of current in the wire, the length of 
the wire (number of loops), and the size of the magnetic field. Increasing one or all of these will make the motor spin faster. 

 
Materials 

1. 100 AA batteries 
2. 100 magnetic wires 
3. 100 small permanent disc magnets 
4. 200 paper clips 
5. Sand paper 
6. Box of toothpicks 
7. Tape 
8. Play dough 
9. Safety goggles 

Procedures 

1. Making the armature: 
a. Wrap a strip of wire around a battery tens times, leaving two inches of wire on each end 
b. Remove wire from battery and make the coil more loop-like by squishing it together like a spring 
c. Wrap each end of the wire around the loop twice to hold the loop in place while still leaving the two ends extended out 

and on opposite ends from each other 
d. Use sandpaper on one of the ends to rub off the enamel insulation and then strip the other end, radially 

i. Allows coil to turn on for part of rotation and off for the other 
2. Using a toothpick, twist open two paper clips so that there is a small loop in the middle 
3. Tape these paper clips to each end of the battery 
4. Stick play dough to the table and put the battery in it to keep it upright (with the paper clips pointing up) 

http://safeyoutube.net/w/UUSe


5. Insert the extended strands of the coil into each loop so that the whole thing runs the length of the battery 
6. Place a small, disc magnet in the middle of the battery, under the wire 
7. The wire should begin to spin, but if it doesn’t, tap on it until it begins 

 
Safety Concerns 
Children should not be allowed to take the magnet home since it can be a choking hazard. Do not let children use the wire cutters. The 
ends of the wires could be sharp; wear safety goggles to prevent children from being poked in the eye. 
3-Dimensional Questions 

1. What do you notice about the way the motor is working/setup? 
2. What do you wonder about the way the motor is working/setup? 
3. What are the different variables that affect how fast the motor goes? 
4. What factors cause the motor to go fast? slow?  
5. What causes the motor to spin? 

5E Model Alignment/Suggestions 

Engage:  
   Consider using this activity as a demonstration and having students ask questions about what they see through a prompt such as 

“Make 5 observations and 3 questions about the following demonstration”. Consider having the students make predictions 
(cause and effect chart) about the motor’s speed when changing different variables (number of coils, amount of current, or size of 
the magnetic field). 

Explore:  
1. After students have made preliminary predictions and explanations, they could explore these predictions by conducting an 

investigation changing the different variables. Students could either develop the investigation or simply conduct it using 
provided procedures. 

2. After conducting an investigation, students could revise their original predictions about the motor’s causes and effects with 
design changes. 

Explain: 
      After the teacher has helped the students make meaning of their activity through direct teaching, video, or text, the students can  
then explain their learning back to the teacher. The students can construct an explanation of how the different changes affect the  
motor’s speed. Students could use their revised model to illustrate their explanation or provide evidence for their reasoning.  
Elaborate:  

Students could design a solution to a challenge where the teacher proposes the need for student’s to create their own motor 
that functions at a specific speed (the fastest) or with specific materials. If the students have had sufficient opportunity to explore 
the different variables on their own, this will be an appropriate elaborate activity.  

 
 
 
 


